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The positives of the current economic landscape include robust construction, jobs, and travel, offset by the negatives 

of high gas prices, supply chain issues, and scaled back investment from overseas and venture capital. A recession is 

on the horizon, but it’s unclear with these mixed economic factors how drastic and how long it will last. This 

uncertainty, however, could hinder companies that are working to establish a hybrid workplace model and prolong a 

wait-and-see approach to leasing new office space.



News of more companies adopting the hybrid workplace model seems to be increasing, but the commercial real 

estate sector was already moving toward hybrid work, albeit at a very slow pace. The pandemic compressed that 

timeline. The office space rightsizing in 2008, as companies evaluated space usage and how people work, was a 

precursor to the hybrid workplace model.
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US and Denver Metro Employment 


Denver and Boulder Metro availabilities increased in the first half of 2022. Concerns of an impending recession prompted 

some companies to put some space on the market, but companies across the board are re-evaluating how they use office 

space and embracing a hybrid workplace model. This trend could keep supply higher for the foreseeable future, but as 

companies seek higher quality space to entice employees into the office at least a few days a week, this could result in an 

excess of less desirable choices in the market later on.

Additional job gains in August 

pushed up US employment to pre-

pandemic levels indicating there is 

still some strength in the economy.
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Availability Vs. Asking Rates
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DENVER METRO AVAILABILITIES VS. ASKING RENT



Downtown Denver contributed the most to overall availabilities and also commanded the highest overall asking rent. Though 

Southeast Denver availabilities followed closely behind, asking rents there were more on par with the rest of the region.



In Downtown, the most active sector in the first half of the year was law firms. Major firms made big moves to highly 

amenitized new construction. This flight to quality allows for more efficient functioning and more importantly, the ability to 

compete for the best talent. Nearby in RiNo, new construction and a fresh atmosphere are attracting tenants from various 

industries, the diversity of which will solidify this submarket as a viable contender for Downtown.



In Southeast and Northwest Denver, the aerospace sector made a huge splash with some major transactions, followed by 

increased activity in the Life Science sector. 



Historically, this region was largely home to Oil, Gas & Energy firms, but the High-Tech sector activity has increased 

dramatically in the past 18 months, meaning more competition for quality space. In addition to the influx of High-Tech 

companies, homegrown companies operated in business-as-usual mode and made long-term decisions to expand or relocate 

in highly desirable spaces.
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Leasing Activity 

SUBMARKET TENANT LEASED SF
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Office Demand: Lease Expirations
Over the next three years, over 17 msf of 

leases are expiring in Denver and Boulder. As 

companies re-evaluate how they use office 

space and navigate ever-evolving hybrid 

workplace strategies, the flight to quality will 

create competition among companies looking 

for a competitive advantage to attract and 

retain quality talent, as well as build culture, 

in-person collaboration, ideation, and 

community. 
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DENVER METRO LEASE EXPIRATIONS

TENANT DEMAND

Office Space Demand  
from Tenants in the Market

Of the tenants currently in the market looking 

for space, Real Estate (including RE Tech and 

Coworking) makes up 23%, Legal makes up 

18%, and Technology 15% of the current 

office demand. 



Investment Activity 

CRE investment activity post-Covid rocketed back in 2021 and 2022 is set to reach, if not surpass, that. Sale price per square 

foot is at an all-time high as investors vie for Life Science properties and conversion opportunities. 



Looking ahead, the investment frenzy could be somewhat hampered by further interest rate hikes, but the Life Science 

product could prove to be immune due to the growth in the Life Science industry. The science doesn’t slow down because 

the economy does and the industry is expected to trend further upward, which will push up sale prices.






DENVER AND BOULDER METRO OFFICE INVESTMENT

SIGNIFICANT BUILDING SALES

TRANSACTION SUBMARKET RBA SALE PRICE (Millions) PRICE (PSF)

Church Ranch Building 4 Northwest Corridor $25.40 $205125,000

The Quadrant

Arrow Building

370 Interlocken

One DTC West
Flat Iron Park

Southeast

Southeast

Northwest Corridor

Southeast
Boulder

$62.00 $183

$106.00 $470

$34.40 $229

$42.30 $587
$625.00 $539

223,000

339,000

150,700

72,000
1,000,000
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Outlook
Though the preference for a hybrid workplace sounds like a pandemic phenomenon, if companies had surveyed  

employees in 2018 to gauge the desire of a hybrid strategy, the results would likely be the same as they are now. 



The workplace is changing and employees expect some flexibility. Office demand is changing as companies seek  

radically different space to support hybrid workplace solutions. There is still demand for office space but the equation  

is more complicated than the fixed square footage per employee ratio. 



Despite changing office space demand, companies are still eager to grow and strengthen culture, foster collaboration  

and ideation, and bring back a sense of community. The hybrid model is here to stay, but it’s not one size fits all.  

Hybrid can support both flexibility and the structure employees want to access mentors to grow their careers, which  

will positively impact office demand in the future.
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